JOE’S MARCH MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, March 1

All Roads Lead to Rome (PG13) Romance -- Sarah Jessica Parker
An uptight, college writing teacher travels to a Tuscan village in an
effort to reconnect with her troubled teen daughter.
AWOL-72 (R) Suspense -- Luke Goss, Conrad Miller
An AWOL military officer is accused of selling secrets to ex KGB
during the cold war.
A Country Called Home (NR) Drama
A rudderless 26-year-old learns that her estranged, alcoholic father
has died, and she begins a journey that takes her to small-town Texas.
Creed (PG13) Sports/Drama -- Sylvester Stallone, Michael B. Jordan
Former heavyweight champ Rocky Balboa serves as a trainer and
mentor to the son of his late friend and former rival Apollo Creed.
The Danish Girl (R) Drama -- Eddie Redmayne, Alicia Vikander
Remarkable love story inspired by artists Lili Elbe and Gerda
Wegener, who navigate Lili’s journey as a transgender pioneer.
Don Verdean (PG13) Comedy -- Sam Rockwell, Amy Ryan
Hired to find sacred relics in the Holy Land, a self-proclaimed Biblical
archaeologist comes up short, fueling a comic conspiracy.
Dudes & Dragons (NR) Comedy/Fantasy
Spurned by a beautiful princess, an evil wizard locks her away and
releases a deadly dragon to terrorize the land.
Flowers (Loreak) (NR) Foreign/Drama (Spain)
Three women find their lives changed when an anonymous stranger
begins leaving a weekly bouquet of flowers for each of them.
Jogger (NR) Suspense
While on an evening jog, Paul is threatened by a passing car whiche
results in a horrifying chain of events.
Kill or Be Killed (NR) Western
A gang of cutthroat outlaws embarks on a desperate ride across five
hundred miles of badlands to recover a fortune in hidden loot.
Labyrinth of Lies (NR) Foreign/Drama (Germany)
Exposé of the conspiracy of German institutions and government
branches to cover up the crimes of Nazis during World War II.
Legend (R) British/Gangsters -- Tom Hardy
Thriller about the secret history of the 1960s, and the events that
secured the infamy of notorious Londonn gangsters, the Kray twins.
Lord of the Dance: Dangerous Games (NR) Music/Performance
Riverdance creator and choreographer Michael Flatley is back on
stage with his newest and most exciting dance adventure yet.
Mexican Men (NR) Studio Q/Drama
A collection of five of the most accomplished gay shorts from one of
the homes of groundbreaking queer cinema.
Miss You Already (PG13) Drama -- Toni Collette, Drew Barrymore
The friendship between two life-long girlfriends is put to the test when
one starts a family and the other falls ill.

Narcopolis (NR) Sci-Fi
In the near future, a new breed of police officers work in a city where all
recreational drugs are legal.
The Night Before (R) Comedy -- Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Seth Rogen
On Christmas eve, three lifelong friends spend the night in New York
City looking for the Holy Grail of Christmas parties.
Nights with Theodore (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
A romantic connection blossoms between two young Parisians during a
succession of dreamlike visits to a singular, beguiling park.
1982 (R) Action/Drama
A father struggles to protect his daughter from the reality of her
mother’s drug addiction.
Noble (PG13) Drama
A fearless Irish heroine is driven by her daring vision to escape the
slums of Ireland and risk everything on the streets of Vietnam.
The North Star (NR) Drama -- Jeremiah Trotter, Lynn Whitfield
Two slaves escape from a Virginia plantation and make their way to
freedom in Buckingham, Pennsylvania in 1849.
Ratter (R) Suspense
A beautiful young grad student in New York City is targeted by a stalker
who hacks into her devices.
Room (R) Drama -- Brie Larson, Jacob Trembley
After five-year-old Jack and his mother escape from the enclosed room
that he has known his entire life, he makes a thrilling discovery.
Taxi (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Iran)
Banned from making movies in his country, director Jafar Panahi poses
as a taxi driver and makes a movie about the social challenges in Iran.
Weaponized (NR) Action/Sci-Fi -- Johnny Messner, Tom Sizemore
After a blatant terrorist attack on the Pentagon, a private military contractor
facilitates the development of a bio-mechanical weapons program.
Youth (R) Drama -- Michael Caine, Rachel Weisz
A retired orchestra conductor on holiday receives an invitation from
Queen Elizabeth II to perform for Prince Philip’s birthday.

Tuesday, March 8

The Benefactor (NR) Drama -- Richard Gere, Dakota Fanning
A newly married couple is forced to navigate the all-consuming interest
of a powerful, mysterious, and possessive philanthropist.
Blue Hour (NR) Foreign/Studio Q (Thailand)
A bullied loner finds solace in the arms of a young man he meets at a
haunted swimming pool.
Break Point (NR) Sports/Comedy -- Jeremy Sisto, David Walton, Amy Smart
Two estranged brothers reunite to make an improbable run at a grand
slam tennis tournament.
The Corpse of Anna Fritz (NR) Foreign/Drama (Spain)
Three young men become obsessed with the corpse of a beautiful,
world famous actress.

Forbidden Room (NR) Drama
A never-before-seen woodsman mysteriously appears aboard a doomed
submarine that’s been trapped deep under water for months.
40 Love (NR) Foreign/Comedy (France)
A department store manager and his son, a talented tennis player, try
to transcend reality and achieve their dreams.
The Heavy Water War (NR) Foreign/Drama (Norway)
Hitler’s plan of Germany getting the atomic bomb during WW2 is set
against the heavy water sabotages in Rjukan, Norway.
In the Heart of the Sea (PG13) Action/Adventure -- Chris Hemsworth
A recounting of a New England whaling ship’s sinking by a giant whale
in 1820, an experience that later inspired the great novel Moby-Dick.
Macbeth (R) Drama -- Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard
From the producers of “The King’s Speech” comes the feature film
adaptation of Shakespeare’s Scottish play.
Mammon (NR) Foreign/Crime Drama (Norway)
A newspaper journalist reveals fraud in a large multinational company,
and the following mystery imperils his family and career.
Out of the Inferno (PG13) Foreign/Disaster (China)
A fire takes hold of a 125-story skyscraper, and two brothers must find
a way to evacuate the tower during the rare “flashover” phenomenon.
The Peanuts Movie (PG) Animated
Snoopy, the world’s most lovable beagle and flying ace embarks upon
his greatest mission while Charlie Brown begins his own epic quest.
10000 Km (R) Foreign/Drama (Spain)
After Alex moves from Barcelona to Los Angeles, she finds that
maintaining a long distance relationship through technology is difficult.
Terminus (R) Sci-Fi
Following a near-fatal accident, David makes a discovery that will not
only determine the fate of his family, but of all mankind.
Tribe (NR) Foreign/Crime Drama (Ukraine)
In this unusual film told entirely through sign language, a teenager
struggles to fit into a Ukranian boarding school for the deaf.
Victor Frankenstein (PG13) Drama/Horror -- James McAvoy, Daniel Radcliffe
A dynamic and thrilling twist on the legendary tale about a radical scientist
whose obsession with immortality creates horrifying consequences.
Victoria (NR) Foreign/Crime Drama (Germany)
A young Spanish woman who recently moved to Berlin finds her
flirtation with a local guy turn potentially deadly.
You’re Killing Me (NR) Studio Q/Comedy
In this horror/comedy hybrid, George finds himself dating a selfproclaimed serial killer.

Tuesday, March 15

Big Short (R) Drama -- Christian Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling
Four denizens in the world of high-finance predict the housing bubble
collapse of the mid-2000s, and decide to take on the big banks.
Brooklyn (PG13) Romance/Drama -- Saoirse Ronan, Emory Cohen
An Irish immigrant running from her past lands in 1950s Brooklyn,
where she quickly falls into a romance with a local.
Carol (R) Studio Q/Drama -- Cate Blanchett, Rooney Mara
Two women from very different backgrounds find themselves in an
unexpected love affair in 1950s New York.
11th Hour (NR) Drama/Thriller -- Kim Basinger
A successful woman who longs for a baby embarks on a desperate
and dangerous journey in order to make her dream come true.
Eyewitness (NR) Action/Adventure
A mother and daughter set out on a weekend river rafting retreat, only
to encounter three escaped convicts along the way.
Lost in the White City (NR) Drama
Two American art school students in the midst of a tumultuous
breakup retreat to Tel Aviv in an attempt to rebuild their relationship.
Sisters (R) Comedy -- Tina Fey, Amy Poehler
Two disconnected sisters are summoned home to clean out their
childhood bedroom before their parents sell the family house.
3 Still Standing (NR) Comedy
Three stand-up comedians seek fame and fortune in the hottest
comedy scene in the world: San Francisco in the 1980s.
UFC: Best of 2015 (NR) Sports
With upsets, knockouts and submissions, “UFC: Best of 2015” recaps
the year in 90 mesmerizing minutes.

Tuesday, March 22

Birds of Neptune (NR) Drama
Two young sisters are left to their own devices after the loss of their
parents until a man abruptly enters their fragile world.
City Lights (Critereon) (NR) Comedy
Chaplin’s cherished film about a lovable vagrant who falls for a young
blind flowerseller gets the ultimate treatment in this Critereon release.
Cowboys Vs. Dinosaurs (NR) Action/Sci-Fi
After an accidental explosion at a local mine, dinosaurs emerge from
the rubble to terrorize a small western town.
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 2 (NR) Action/Fantasy
With the nation of Panem in a full scale war, Katniss (Jennifer
Lawrence) confronts President Snow in the final showdown.
James White (R) Drama -- Christopher Abbott
A troubled twenty-something tries to stay afloat in a frenzied New York
City as his mother battles a serious illness.
Letters (PG) Family/Drama
The story of Mother Teresa, as told through personal letters she wrote
over the last 40 years of her life.

Tuesday, March 29

Concussion (PG13) Drama/Suspense -- Will Smith
A doctor’s discovery of football-related brain trauma puts him at
dangerous odds with one of the most powerful institutions in the world.
Exposed (R) Drama/Suspense -- Keanu Reeves
A police detective investigates the truth behind his partner’s death,
revealing disturbing police corruption and a dangerous secret.
Forsaken (R) Western -- Kiefer Sutherland, Donald Sutherland
An embittered gunslinger attempts to make amends with his estranged
father while their community is besieged by ruthless land-grabbers.
Hateful Eight (R) Crime/Drama
In the dead of winter, a bounty hunter and his prisoner find shelter in a
cabin inhabited by a collection of nefarious characters.
Mediterranea (NR) Foreign/Drama (Italy)
Two refugees make the dangerous journey from Africa to Italy for a
better life, only to face hostility and violence in their chosen country.
Point Break (PG13) Action/Adventure
A young FBI agent infiltrates a cunning team of thrill-seeking elite
athletes who are suspected of an unusual crime spree.

New Documentaries

Finding Gaston (NR) -- 3/1
In Defense of Food (NR) -- 3/1
Poverty Inc. (NR) -- 3/1
She’s Beautiful When She’s Angry (NR) -- 3/1
Sunshine Superman (NR) -- 3/1
Nature: Natural Born Hustlers (NR) -- 3/8
Nelson Algren: End is Nothing Road is All (NR) -- 3/8
Nova: Life’s Rocky Start (NR) -- 3/8
Censored Voices (NR) -- 3/15
Steve Jobs: Man in the Machine (R) -- 3/15
Noma: My Perfect Storm (NR) -- 3/22
The Pearl Button (NR) -- 3/22
Cartel Land (R) -- 3/29
Killing Them Safe (NR) -- 3/29
Life Story (NR) -- 3/29

New TV on DVD

Childhood’s End (Miniseries) (NR) -- 3/1
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt:
Season 1 (NR) -- 3/8
Manhattan: Season 2 (NR) -- 3/8
Spoils of Babylon: Season 1 (NR) -- 3/8
Dinotopia: Complete Series (NR) -- 3/15
Game of Thrones: Season 5 (NR) -- 3/15
New Tricks: Season 12 (NR) -- 3/15

New Horror Films
The Boy (NR) -- 3/1
Intruders (NR) -- 3/1
Scream at the Devil (NR) -- 3/1
Stomping Ground (NR) -- 3/8
The Hatching (R) -- 3/15
Hours Till Daylight (NR) -- 3/15
They Found Hell (NR) -- 3/15

Some titles may not be available at both locations,
but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.

